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It is shown that for a free spinless particle described by the
Kemmer equation, the Hamiltonian which Kemmer originally presented
yields a velocity operator whose expectation value does not agree with
the correspondence principle. Hamiltoniaos for a free spinless particle
and a spinless particle in an electromagnetic field are constructed
from the Kemmer equation. These Hairoi I toniaos differ from the ones
originally presented by Kemmer. The free particle Hamiltonian yields





Greek indices run from to 3, Latin indices run from 1 to 3.
Repeated upper and lower Indices are summed over. The metric tensor
9^V Is given by g
00
= -g 1 ' = -g22 - -g
33 « 1, and all other components
are zero.
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x y z
PQ = P s energy operator in Hilbert space
P" s (P , P , P , P ) - energy-momentum operator
x y z
|^) r state vector in Hilbert space
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When Kemmer originally introduced his meson wave equation, he
also derived the Ham! 1 tonians for a free particle and a particle in
an electromagnetic field, flj For the case of a spinless particle,
i.e., when the wave-function has five components, we show that the
expectation value of the velocity operator obtained by using Kemmer's
free particle Hamiltonlan is not consistent with the correspondence
principle. Another difficulty with Kemmer's Hamiltonians is that
although the free particle Hamiltonlan Is Hermltian, the Hamiltonian
for a particle In an electromagnetic field is not. The usual requirement
on the Hamiltonian (or any observable) In quantum mechanics is that it
be Hermltian. By requiring observables to be what we call "neo-Hermitian",
we construct new Hamiltonians which differ from Kemmer's. Our free
particle Hamiltonlan yields a velocity operator whose expectation value
agrees with the correspondence principle.

2. Free Particle Kenroer Equation.
The Kemmer equation for a free particle of mass m Is
(i)
where the fS satisfy the relati on,
^ft>°ft>
T +^ Tfi°/3"^ /3*V^ (Z T„t>M (2)
t
to
For a spfnless particle the (3 are 5X5 matrices. We shall use the
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Hence ^ Is a f ive~component column symbol. When the representation
(3) is inserted into (1), it is easily seen that tyi't) consists of a
scalar, which satisfies, the Klein-Gordon equation, and its four-gradient
It can be shown that
where
%« (V £M V) = o
(p - <//
r (zp*- I
MTherefore the conserved four-vector current j is given by
J" = If (V* p

In particular, the probability density j Is
since (jsfio = (j> T (2/5^. \) f%°
The spin operator for the Kemmer equation is given by
where S. = X
(^JA cyclic)
00
It will be convenient for the discussion which follows to rewrite
(1) in terms of operators and state vectors in a Hilbert space.
Then in the Heisenberg picture,
where the ket vector J^^ is the state vector in Hilbert space, and
it can be written
w> =
m
so that|^^Is actually a column symbol composed of five vectors in
Hilbert space.
The components of the four-momentum operator P are given by
Z*(*-J.A,ti- fart,-*!,,-*)' &•>'&)
and
P" = (?: K
K
?')
- (K ^ K **)*(?*,£)

where PQ Is the Hermit San energy operator In Hllbert space, and Px ,
Py, and ?
z
are the Hermit 8 an operators for the momentum in Hltbert
space.
Thus we can write
fat* +/-.)/</> = o (5)
as the Kemmer equation In Holbert space 9 and (1) Is just the x-represen-
tatfon of (5).

3. Hamiltonian Form of the Free Particle Kemroer Equation.
The Hamiltonian form of (5) may be obtained as follows.
Multiply (5) on the left by £ fi^fi 1* :
This can be rewritten as
(E<r £, P>«ft"ft>T + „ ET f3^fS")\lf)> = O ( 7 )
Now add (6) and (7) to obtain








For J> = o
i
P>)<*> = P../S-/S- |<e>
- P.. /S'/s-l id/s = o (8)[f°(]-^) '^>]|</>>

Multiply (5) on the left by/3°to obtain
(?.&*+ P
S Pfi* +»»V) IV> = O (9)
z
The ^3° term In (8) may now be eliminated by adding (8) and (9).
The result Is
(P. + Pj /3^ - f> F0* ^P*)]^ = o (10)
or
Let the quantity H 1 be defined by the equation
Eq. (11) can now be written
PJ<f> = H']^ (>3)
At this point we are tempted to call H* the Hamlitonlan for a free
particle obeying the Kemmer equation. Indeed, Kemmer In his original
paper took H 1 to be the Hamlitonlan. The form (13) seems to imply this.
We shall examine this more closely later.
Note that (13) Is not equivalent to the original equation (5)
because in the steps to obtain (13) we have multiplied by the singular
matrix p° and byj> /3T/5y « These steps are irreversible since /3°
has no inverse.
The part of the Kemmer equation which was "lost" In obtaining (13)




where we have used /2>°{3*(S° =0 which comes from (2). Now the Kemmer
equation can be written as (f /3° f f./3 J' + ^))^) -O 05)
To find the "lost" part, we subtract (14) from (15) and obtain
Thus, (16) and (13) are together equivalent to the Kemmer equation.
Note that (16) does not contain PQ , so In the x-representation no time
derivatives appear. Hence (16) may be taken as an initial or subsidiary
condition.
Eq. (16) can be written In terms of H 1 as follows:
By (2)
so (16) becomes
or [Pi&^-^^+^m = o (,7)
Since /S«^5 4i3*50
, (17) can be written
or
(18)
The quantity in parentheses Is H', so (18) becomes
(H'/S° + „)\P> = O (, 9)
Thus, the subsidiary condition (19) together with (13) is equivalent
to the Kemmer equation.

Because of (19) we can write
PJV> = [//' + A (tfV«- +/-.)] I*> (20)
where A can be any arbitrary matrix operator.
The problem now 9s to find an A such that the operator on the
rfght side of (20) can properly be called the Hamilton (an. With this
in mind, let us now consider the properties which any dynamical variable
must have.
From the form of the probability density j°, we are led to take the
expectation value of an observable <H to be
Cf< > = —
—
5
j (/,+ft* (p c/i
in the x-representation. Thus, in Hilbert space the equation,
gives the expectation value of the observable c^ in the state jft\ .
The requirement that the expectation value be real yields
where we have used the fact that ft° is Hermitian.
This suggests that a requirement on an observable is that it must
obey the relation,
ft* ot s (ft* 4 )
f
= *+P (2,)
Hereafter we will call an operator o( obeying (21) a "neo-Hermi tian"
operator.

In addition to having a real expectation value, a neo-Hermttlan
operator has real eigenvalues. This can be shown as follows: Suppose
o( is neo-Hermitian and its eigenvalue equation is
where Q is the eigenvalue corresponding to )£?\ . Then,
£$)/*•«/*)* <* ^al/S'la) (22)
Since fi* ~fi* , the quantity (p }ft° \a^ is real. Likewise, since o<
is neo-Hermitian, the ieft side of (22) Is real. Therefore, the eigen-
value c\ mus t be rea 1
.
Thus, a neo-Hermitian operator satisfies the usual necessary
conditions on an observable, i.e., its expectation value Is real, and
its eigenvalues are real.
If (21) Is written out explicitly in matrix form in the repre-
sentation (3) » it can be seen that a neo-Hermitian matrix must have the
form,
<* ° ° ° °<o«/
<*
Ho
o o o °^6
where ©{ , and oT, are real (or Hermitian if they are Hilbert oper-
ators) . The dots denote arbitrary matrix elements which are undetermined
by (21).
Thus, we see that when working with the Kemmer equation, we are led
to require that dynamical variables be represented by neo-Hermitian
operators as opposed to the usual case where dynamical variables are
taken to be Hermitian. Note that since P., is a Hermitian operator in
Hilbert space, It commutes with |S°
,
and so ?M Is also neo-Hermitian
in the 5X5 space.

If we write out H 1 as a matrix, we obtain





We see that H' is Hermitian in the usual sense, but it is not
/ / '
neo-Hermitian because the elements //0( //oi } ^/ 3 are non-zero.
It is possible to make the operator on the right side of (20) neo-
Hermitian by the proper choice of the matrix A, i.e., we require that
H = H' + A (u'fi* +/-.)
be neo-Hermitian if it is to be the HamMtonian. If we use the condition,
P*H - (W) r (23)
and write this out explicitly in the 5X5 matrices, It is easy to
show that A must be of the form,
/} =
J. p -Lp J- p
(24)
where the dots represent arbitrary matrix elements which are not deter-
mined by (23). Let us set these arbitrary elements equal to zero. If






The equivalence of (2k) and (25) Is easily seen when it is noted that
P*fi' =




















Thus, we shall take as the free particle Hamilton! an,
which can be rewritten as follows:
Now (Z°pc(?*-o , so
M « //' + i, ^ £ ^W**/** t P;^
From (2) filfi*'- -/3VS * + /3 1- , so
When the expression for H' is inserted,
(26)
(27)
To write out H in its matrix form, we can make use of the relation,
($Mflf>flF**0 ( MjO^ all different)
which Is satisfied for our particular representation (3). Thus, for






















Thus, the Hamilton! an form of the Kemmer equation Is
&/*>- ///^ (29)
where H Is given by (27). The Hamlltonlan form (29) and the subsidiary
condition (19) are together equivalent to the Kemmer equation.
When the subsidiary condition is written In matrix form, it
becomes
o o o o o
O /yy\ O O 2>
O O A*» O Pi
O O ci am f3








From (30) we see that the subsidiary condition can be expressed by
the equation,
IO=-i^R> c*--^») (3.)
When (29), the Hamilton! an form, is written out as a matrix, the
bottom row yields the relation,
l*> = i £ K> (32)
Eq. (29) also yields the relation,
12

which Is consistent with (31) and (32). The top row of (29) gives
which together with (32) yields the Klein-Gordon equation,
In the x-representation the eigenvalue equation for the Hamil-
ton Ian leads to solutions of the form
<!>(*) = u(f)<s.
-'•/>"*-
for states which are simultaneously eigenstates of the energy and
momentum. The eigenvalues and eigenvectors of H are






Since the • /^ also satisfy the subsidiary condition, they are













k. The Velocity Operator.
We have shown that the quantity H 1 should not be taken as the
Hamilton I an since It Is not neo-Herm! tlan. As a further demonstration
that It should not be taken as the Hamilton! an, we shall show that the
• I * t • x *j * \ / • * * \
expectation value of the velocity operator X —(X a t X J s ( X^ i) ,
when calculated by using H* as the free particle Hamiltonian, Is not
the correct value.
If H' were the Hamiltonian, we would have
since X Is a Hllbert operator and commutes with the f~>
Now [*<?;] --^
We shall calculate the expectation value of X in a state
which Is a simultaneous eigenstate of PQ and P. Then Eqs. (31) and
(32) yield
where pi is the eigenvalue of ££, and E is the energy of the particle
in the state | (^ . We have previously shown that E. - i f^N-
W




Thus, I ** > ^
&\P I fi\ <**}»>




Now the k-component of the classical velocity for a free particle
Is P /£ , so (33) is not consistent with the correspondence principle,
Hence we conclude that H 1 can not be taken to be the Ham? 1 tonian.











Now In our representation,
^*<> = aim **>*>
(3*0













We now have L „<
which is the correct value.





In our representation (S° -(3° , and ft K - -{$ . Thus,
/*1
and so X Is neo-Herroltlan.
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5* The Total Angular Momentum.
The z-component of the total angular momentum for a particle obeying
the Kemmer equation is given by
(35)
= x'f*-x 1 r' + <Z'*l'8 *]
where we have used (k) as the spin operator. For a free particle, the
total angular momentum must be a constant of the motion. This can be
verified as follows:
To evaluate this commutator, consider the following:
so we see that
and
Now







where we have used ^S^V^* 3 O (j-'tj) which holds In our represen-
tation of the (SM . Thus
[x'P\t£^'^']» ^P'fVs^' 1 (39)
and
Cto)
£l^>l ] 3 /S»] = O (42)
and
r * 1
= # % (fi'fffi'fl'fi* - r*V3 '&*# fa J




To obtain (41), (42), and (43) we have used (2>*fi»fl*' * for ^y g-
al 1 different, which holds In our representation of the (3 **
When we put In expressions (37) - (43) Into (36), we obtain


















6. Particle In an Electromagnetic Field.
For a particle In an electromagnectlc field we make the replace-
Where A^ Is the operator for the electromagnetic four-potential.
Eq. (5) now becomes
(gup* +~»)m -o (w
Note that the Or* do not commute.
To derive the Hamlltonlan for the particle In an electromagnetic
field, we proceed in a manner similar to the free particle case.
Multiply (U5) on the left by (f> (&fiT to obtain
Eq. (46) can be written as
Add (46) and (1*7) to obtain




The first term fn (48) can be written as
Thus (48) becomes
In the first term of (49) we can put In -/m for 6^(2>M , so
(49) can be written
= [ft "^i, [<£, <6 ] (kW "+^ " jl «» >
For ^- = , \ T \
= [<£/5<>\> <Pj (tfr •tmlZjZ] (WA* (50)
Multiply C»5) on the left by (S° to obtain
(fofl** <PjW'+„<&')!?> = o
or








Eq. (53) Is analogous to (11) which was the free particle equation.
Here, as for the free particle case, (53) is not equivalent to the Kemmer
equation (45). To find the part of the Kemmer equation which was lost
when (53) was derived, we can multiply (52) on the left by (2> and
subtract this from the Kemmer equation (45):
Now subtract (54) from (45) to obtain
(- (p. &W-f*^ + <Pj& +/H.) /<*> = O
Thus, (53) and (55) are together equivalent to (45).
Eq. (55) may be written
By using the fact that fi*fi
J
/3 °= , (56) can be written
or
[fef^-^/S'+^Jl^BO (57)
Thus, (57) Is analogous to (18) for the free particle. So the two
equations, (53) and (57)* when taken together, are equivalent to the
Kemmer equation for a particle in an electromagnetic field.
The right side of (53) contains the term / (P £) 1 which can be
L "j i> J
written
(56)





= iK [Ay 60 **//>] - i All (*) *M &l*>
&\l<PMj S>Am = -A e&)4>> [\ 4„ fit) - ^ ^ wj
where F Is the electromagnetic field tensor which has the following
properties: r- r*
Fio = - £j
where (I
, j , k, cycl Ic)
and
(>, ,6^6,) = (/5Xj/B,,fi^
Let us now define the antisymmetric tensor operator G by the
A4U
equation,
[«,,£] = -«'* *«.
so that
/_ I /L6c|^JC> = ^^/f>
Then (53) can now be written
-& &«o(w<*"+<sy)] ],p> (58)
21»

The last term on the right side (58) can be sympHfled by using
(5*fi°(iF"0 f°r si UT a' 1 different:
= * G^fi*^
where we have used (2) In the last step.
Eq. (58) now becomes
P» = (eA^^ltsift'l-^^-^. G. t&p)\<t> (59)
where the operator 7/ Is the quantity In parentheses on the right side
of (59). In matrix form
~eAe -P, -pz -<% ™
-P, eA a O O -45 &i»
V-
/**1




We see that ft Is not neo-Herml tlan, so it cannot be taken as the
Hamiltonlan. Note also that"//* 's not Hermltlan In the usual sense
either, although In the free particle case H' was Hermitian. Since it
is not neo-Herml t Ian for the same reason as H' was not neo-Herml ti an in
the free particle case, we can use the subsidiary condition (56) to
construct a neo-Hermitfan Hamiltonlan in identically the same way as for
the free particle case. Thus, the Hamiltonlan for a particle in an
electromagnetic field Is given by
25

where we have used the subsidiary condition in the form (56).
When the expression for ty is inserted, "^ can be written
In matrix fc>rm,
«4> O o o -kce+~x)
-*? e/) o ° -g K
"#- =
-<R. eA Q ° -4? ^.
-6 o o
AVI d> o O efl„
where
f* = - #<J"
26

7. Spherically Symmetric Electromagnetic Field.




-4| cSa (Z^> x (60)
where we have set </> = /) which is the operator for the potential.
Also, for a spherically symmetric field,
In terms of the free particle Hamilton! an H,





The subsidiary condition (57) becomes identical to the free particle
subsidiary condition when we specialize to a spherically symmetric poten-
tial. Thus the two equations,
(61)
and (H'/S*+/"l) IO b O
whereof- is given by (60) , are together equivalent to the Kemmer equation.
Recall that the subsidiary condition can be written as




For states \W/ which are eigenstates of the Hami 1 toman, we can
write the eigenvalue equation,
where E is the eigenvalue of [p.














The top and bottom rows of (64) yield, respectively,
te-«*)/O-£te^)M>-0 (65)
and
-/-,)«».> + (E-e*)|fy> =0 (66)
If we solve (66) for |rtt/ an<* Pu * the result Into (65) we obtain
[(E^^-t-^]\%> =0 (6?)
The solutions to (6?) in the x-representation are given by Schfff
for the case of a Coulomb field, and the energy levels are found. j_2j.
Except for a normalization factor, ) iff / Is determined by (67).
Eq. (66) gives )&) in terms of )fy> , and (62) gives K> |j^> /#>
in terms of | T</ / •
For a Kemmer particle traveling in a spherically symmetric electro-
magnetic potential, the angular momentum is a constant of the motion.
This can be shown as follows, where J is given by (35).
28

We have previously shown that J J^ , H J"£ » so
-£r/X^J^ <68)
Mw [J.^*]- [^,e*] -o
because ^ is spherically symmetric. Also,














When we put (69) and (71) into (68) we see that J" = O
Similarly Jx .« Jy = 0, so the angular momentum is a constant of




We may summarize the arguments for taking H and /f as the
HamMtonians as opposed to H 1 and ^ (which Kemmer originally took
to be the HamMtonians) as follows:
The requirement that the expectation value of an observable be
real leads to the condition that observables be what we have called
"neo-Hermltian". Neither H' nor # are neo-Hermltian, but H and fl*
are. Furthermore, even if we had not introduced the requirement that
an observable be neo-Hermi tian,
~ty still presents a difficulty since it
is not Hermltlan even in the usual sense. Finally, H yields a velocity
operator whose expectation value is consistent with the correspondence
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